Database Migration Assessment Service
Create a clear strategy for
reducing your Oracle® costs
and ensure success by
decreasing execution risks
with an in-depth analysis of
your Oracle database and
migration tactics.

Accelerate Your Escape From Vendor Lock-in
Taking a measured and planned approach to
adopting a secondary database or switching
databases is a wise decision. Using a

trusted and experienced partner to realize

your cost savings quicker is an even wiser

decision. Your staff can get the job done

faster and more efficiently with lower costs

and fewer pitfalls when you rely on the

database compatibility experts. Find out the
best course to adding choice back into your

database deployment decisions in days, not
months.

Eliminate Guesswork and Ensure Success
Service Highlights
Fixed Cost
Fixed cost pricing by schema
provides you a low-cost, high-impact
service, eliminating any guesswork in
budgeting.
Fixed Statement of Work:
•Oracle experienced engineer
•Infrastructure interview
•Diagnostic inventory
•Migration assessment report
•Report discussion
•Migration cost and time estimates
Fixed Timeframe
A migration project requires new
expertise and experience that can
take weeks or months to acquire. Our
Oracle migration experts can help
you plan and/or make a decision
within days.

An engineer experienced with Oracle will

database compatibility categories into a

consult with your DBA and developer staff to

comprehensive report that also includes a

configuration, and then perform a series of

each category, migration issues will be

database and application usage.

specifying migration best practices within the

understand your database architecture and

system diagnostics to inventory your Oracle

The diagnostics output will then be

analyzed and summarized across five key

migration complexity index rating. Within

detailed with accompanying narratives
EnterpriseDB migration methodology.

A Clear Path to Reducing or Capping
Oracle Costs
Migration Assessment
Report
Your customized report will detail ﬁve
key migration dimensions:

»» Implementation

Assistance from Assessment to Production
With seven years in business helping

automated migration tools, saving you even

and experience to assess your migration

experts will review all migration issues in a

migration as well. For organizations that are

educate them on the implementation of your

EnterpriseDB not only has the software
prospects, we can also implement your

»» Object parameters

time or resource constrained, our staff can

»» Features

A Picture is Worth...

»» Packages

Thousands of dollars or more when it

»» Syntax

assessment report brings clarity to a

An experienced Oracle engineer
scores each dimension, providing
a Compatibility Index Score of
migration difficulty, narrative covering
migration tactics for your application,
and a Composite Compatibility Map
to visualize the overlap between your
application and the capabilities of
Postgres Plus Advanced Server.

Contact us today about:
»» Software Subscriptions
»» Technical Support 24 x 7 x 365
»» Migration Assessments
»» Training (Online / On-Demand)
»» Professional Services
Call the nearest location below or
email: sales@enterprisedb.com
www.enterprisedb.com

EnterpriseDB Locations
Netherlands
The Netherlands/EMEA +31 70 361
1774

fill the gap using not only our experience, but

organizations reduce their Oracle costs,

more time as well as effort. In addition, our

sandbox environment with your staff and
migrated data and applications.

comes to your infrastructure. A migration
task that can be difficult to measure. Our

experience and 8th generation compatibility
software will accurately assess your

possibilities for success, the risks involved,

and the cost savings you’ll realize.

Resources for Managers, DBAs and Developers
What is Database Compatibility for

Video Testimonials. Hear from actual

compatibility is accomplished.

Server in an Oracle environment.

Cost Containment Strategies for Oracle

Sample Database Migration Assessment.

Oracle? A video explaining in detail how

organizations who have used Advanced

Database Users. A white paper detailing

A fixed cost service that identifies migration

a migration plan.

for implementation.

cost containment strategies and developing

candidates and details a strategy and tactics

Database Compatibility for Oracle

Developer’s Guide. The EDB reference

for compatibility features in Postgres Plus

Advanced Server.

View these and other useful resources at:

http://www.enterprisedb.com/solutionsoracle-resources

India
Pune +91-20-30589500/01
United States
Bedford, MA +1 781-357-3390
Japan
Tokyo +81-50-5532-7038
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